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Abstract 
In this paper we give an ideal-theoretical characterization of a distinguished class of Priifer 
domains, the class of generalized Dedekind domains. Namely, we prove that a Priifer domain 
R is generalized Dedekind if and only if the divisorial ideals of R are exactly the ideals of 
type Jkj P,, where J is an invertible fractional ideal and E;, . . , P, are (incomparable) nonzero 
prime ideals of R. We also show that, when R is a generalized Dedekind domain, the group of 
fractional invertible ideals of R is isomorphic to the free abelian group generated by the set of 
nonzero prime ideals of R and a basis for it is given by a suitable set of two-generated ideals 
with prime radical. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS Clussijication: 13F0.5; 13Al5 
0. Introduction 
It is well known that Dedekind domains are characterized by the property that each 
nonzero ideal is a finite product of prime ideals or by the equivalent property that each 
nonzero ideal is invertible, hence divisorial (cf. e.g. [lo, Section 371). The goal of this 
paper is to show that similar multiplicative properties of divisorial ideals characterize 
a larger class of Priifer domains, coinciding with Dedekind domains in dimension 
one: the class of generalized Dedekind domains introduced in [ 191. We remark that 
Krull domains, that also coincide with Dedekind domains in the one-dimensional case, 
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have analogous ideal-theoretical characterizations [ 10, Section 451. Moreover, little is 
known about the divisoriality of nonprime ideals of Prtifer domains (see [4, Section 
4.11 for an updated account). Our results show in particular that the Priifer domains 
which best behave with respect to divisoriality properties are the generalized Dedekind 
domains. 
A domain R is a generalized Dedekind domain if and only if it is a Priifer domain 
such that each non-zero prime P of R is the radical of a finitely generated ideal and 
Pf P2 [ 19, Theorem 2.51. Several other equivalent conditions for a domain to be a 
generalized Dedekind domain are given in [6, Theoreme 2.71. A generalized Dedekind 
domain is a Dedekind domain if and only if it is one-dimensional [20, Corollary 41 and 
examples of (nonquasilocal) generalized Dedekind domains which are not Dedekind are 
given in [ 19, Section 31 and [6, Section 41. These domains are thoroughly studied in 
[4, Ch. V]. 
We denote by C!?(R) the group of invertible fractional ideals of a generalized Dedekind 
domain R and by 9(R) the set of divisorial fractional ideals. We recall that a fractional 
ideal I of a domain R is invertible if I(R : Z)=R, where (R : Z) is the set of the elements 
x in the quotient field of R such that xicR. The fractional ideal I is divisoriul if it 
is an intersection of invertible fractional ideals. The smallest fractional divisorial ideal 
containing I is denoted by I, and is called the divisorial closure (or v-closure) of I. 
It is easy to check that I,, =(R : (R : I)) and that I is divisorial if and only if 1 =I,.. 
The set 9(R) of fractional divisorial ideals of R is a semigroup with respect to the 
composition law defined by Z*J=(IJ),. 
In Section 1 we study the ideals of a generalized Dedekind domain which are prod- 
ucts of prime ideals, developing the technical tools needed to prove the main results 
in the paper. In Section 2 we prove that, when R is a generalized Dedekind domain, 
9’(R) is isomorphic to the free abelian group generated by the set of nonzero prime 
ideals of R and a basis for it is given by a suitable set of two-generated ideals with 
prime radical. The existence of such an isomorphism heavily depends on the structure 
of Spec(R) and, to illustrate this fact, we give in addition a description of Spec(R) and 
a way of defining a specific isomorphism. 
The main result in Section 3 is a characterization of generalized Dedekind domains in 
terms of divisorial ideals. Namely, we prove that the domain R is generalized Dedekind 
if and only if it is a Priifer domain such that 3(R) = {Je . . P,; J is invertible and 
P , , . . . , P, are (incomparable) nonzero prime ideals of R}. (Recall that incomparable 
prime ideals of a Priifer domain are comaximal.) 
This characterization and the results in Section 2 show that from the ideal-theoretical 
point of view generalized Dedekind domains are very similar to Dedekind domains and 
coincide with them if and only if each divisorial ideal is invertible. 
We recall that a domain R is a (#)-domain if n {R~;hl E A,} # n {RM; M E A,} for 
any two distinct subsets /1t and A2 of Max(R). If every overring of R is a (#)-domain, 
then R is a (##)-domuin. Following [16], we also say that a domain R satisfies the 
radical truce property, or is an RTP domain, if I(R:Z) is a radical ideal for any 
noninvertible ideal Z of R. For convenience we recall the following result. 
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Proposition 0.1. A generalized Dedekind domain R satisjies the @lowing properties, 
which are equivalent in a Priifer domain: 
(i) euch nonzero prime ideal of R is the radical of an ideal generated 61% tico 
elements; 
(ii) R is u (##)-domain and the ascending chain condition holds for prime ideals; 
(iii) R is an RTP domain and the ascending chain condition hold>7 for prime ideals. 
Proof. If R is a generalized Dedekind domain, then each nonzero prime ideal of R is 
the radical of a finitely generated ideal. In a Priifer domain this property is equivalent to 
(i) and (ii) by [II, Theorem 41 and (ii) is equivalent to (iii) by [16, Theorem 2.71. 0 
We remark that generalized Dedekind domains are exactly the (##)-domains, or the 
RTP domains, in which P#P2 for each nonzero prime ideal P (see [6, Theoreme 2.7, 
(i) H (xii)] and [8, Theorem 5, (i) H (ii)]). 
1. Closed ideals 
We say that a multiplicative system of ideals .F of a domain R is a localizing system 
of R if the following two conditions hold: 
(a) if I EF and J is an ideal of R such that I C J, then J ~9”; 
(b) if 1~9 and J is an ideal of R such that (J :RxRjECF for all xEZ, then J E 5. 
A very general reference for localizing systems of ideals is [ 18, Section 4.91. 
The ring of fractions of R with respect to .F is 
R,,:=U{(R:I); 1~9”). 
If P is a nonzero prime ideal of R, then we set 
$:={I; I ideal of R and I $P}, 
It is easy to check that 4 is a localizing system of R and that R.5 =Rp. 
Let R be a Priifer domain and I an ideal of R. We can associate to I two localizing 
systems of R as follows. If /1(I):= (A4 ~Max(Rj;A4 2 I}, we set 
.~(1j:=n{~~.;P~~Min(zj} and ~‘(l):=~(~)fl{.~~;~~E(l)}. 
Then we have 
R.FuJ=~{R~~; R,EMin(lj} 
and 
R.i~,,=n{Rr~; P,EMin(Z)}n{R,;MEJZ)} 
Setting I:= IR,,-(,) n R, then clearly IR,,-CI, = fR,pc,, and i=j. We call f the closure of 
I and we say that I is closed if I =I. Note that v”?= fi and so $F(I)=.F(f) and 
,F(I j = F(i). 
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Proposition 1.1. Let R be a Priifer domain and I an ideal of R. rf’Min(I)= (4,. . . , P,} 
and c #e2 for 1 = 1,. . . , n, then I”=Pt’ . . . P?, for suitable ei > 1. 
Proof. Since ART is the radical of IRf, then IRf is eRI:-primary and so IR? nR is 
e-primary, for l=l,..., n. On the other hand, since e f&‘, then each e-primary ideal 
of R is a power of 4 [lo, Theorem 23.3(b)]. Since e and 5 are comaximal when 
ifj, then ?=4”rl ‘.. nP2=4;” . ..P?. for suitable e;>l. ??
Proposition 1.2. Let R be a Priifer domain such that M #M2 for each M E Max(R). 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) R is a (#)-domain; 
(ii) M is the radical of an invertible ideal, for each MEMOS; 
(iii) M is invertible, for each MeMax( 
Proof. (i) @ (ii) follows directly from [ 11, Theorem 21. (ii) + (iii) If M is the radical 
of I, then I =IRM nR=Me, e 2 1, by Proposition 1.1. Hence, if I is invertible, M is 
invertible. (iii) + (ii) is clear. 0 
Corollary 1.3 (Fontana and Popescu [7, Lemma 1.11 (a)]). If’ R is a generalized 
Dedekind domain, then each maximal ideal of R is invertible. 
Proof. A generalized Dedekind domain satisfies property (#) by Proposition 0.1. Hence 
we can apply Proposition 1.2. 0 
We recall that each nonzero ideal of a generalized Dedekind domain has finitely 
many minimal primes [20, Theorem 31. In the following we shall freely use this 
fact. 
Corollary 1.4 (cf. Fontana and Popescu, [7, Lemme 1 .l l(b)]). Let R be a general- 
ized Dedekind domain and I an ideal of R. Then Min(I) = {MI,. . . ,M,,} C: Max(R) 
if and only if I =Me’ . . . M:, for suitable e, 2 1. In this case I is invertible generated 
by two elements and moreover I =xR nR for some x in the quotient jield of R. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.1, if Min(I)C Max(R), then Z=I=M,” . . . M,” for suit- 
able ei 2 1. The converse is clear. Since each Mi is invertible (Corollary 1.3), then I 
is invertible. Finally I =xRn R by [ 12, Corollary 31 and is two generated by [ 12, 
Corollary 11. ??
Corollary 1.5. Let R be a generulized Dedekind domain and I an ideal of R. If I 
has some minimal primes Ml,. . . , MC which are maximal ideals, then there exists un 
ideal H of R such that H $Ml,..., M1 and I = HMF’ . . . M,", for suitable ei > 1. 
Proof. Let ei 2 1 be such that IRM, nR=MF’. Since Ml is invertible and I $ MF”‘, 
then I = HIM:’ with HI $ Ml. We conclude by induction on t. 0 
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Remark. We recall that the complete integral closure of a domain R is R* :=U{(Z : I), 
I a fractional ideal of R}. The domain R is completely integral1.v closed if R= R*. 
Since a completely integrally closed domain with all maximal ideals invertible is 
Dedekind, by Corollary 1.3 and [20, Corollary 41, we easily get that, if R is a gener- 
alized Dedekind domain, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) R is completely integrally closed; 
(ii) R is one-dimensional; 
(iii) R is a Dedekind domain. 
It follows that, if R is a generalized Dedekind domain, then R” is a Dedekind domain. 
In fact R has property (##) (Proposition O.l), and so R* has dimension one [ 11, 
Theorem lo]. On the other hand, R* is a generalized Dedekind domain as an overring 
of R [6, Theo&me 2.7, (i) + (x)]. Hence R* is Dedekind. 
Note also that every one-dimensional (#)-domain is completely integrally closed [ 11, 
Theorem 91. 
Proposition 1.6. Let R be a generalized Dedekind domain and I an ideal qf R such 
that Min(l)={P,,...,P,}. Then: 
(a) I” is divisorial. 
(b) i is invertible ++ 4 is a maximal ideal for i= 1,. . . , n. 
Proof. (a) By Proposition 1 .l, we have ?=4” . . . P>, 4 a prime ideal and ei 2 1. Since 
R is a (##)-domain (Proposition O.l), each nonzero nonmaximal prime ideal of R is 
divisorial [17, Proposition 3.1 l] and the maximal ideals are divisorial by Corollary 1.3. 
Finally, a product of finitely many divisorial primes is divisorial by [3, Proposition 121. 
(b) follows by Corollary 1.4, taking in account that an invertible prime in a Prtifer 
domain is maximal. 0 
By the previous result we have I C I, C i and so i=x. Moreover v/i= fi= fi. 
We proceed now to establishing when I, = r”. 
Lemma 1.7. Let R be a Prifer domain and I an ideal of R such that no minimal 
prime of I is maximal. Then (R : v’?) = (fi : v?) = R.B/(,). 
Proof. (R : fi) IS an overring of R by [17, Theorem 3.81. Thus (R: ~~)=R,F/(I, by 
[17, Theorem 3.21. Finally, (R: &)=(fi: 4) by [17, Proposition 3.91. 0 
Lemma 1.8. Let R be an RTP Prtifer domain, in particular a generalized Dedekind 
domain, and let I :=pP’ . . . cj+A@ . . .Mp’, where 4 is a noninvertible prime, 1 5 i < s, 
and Mj is an invertible prime, 1 5 j 5 t. Then I(R : I)=P, . . . <,. 
Proof. Write I=HlH2 where Hl:=q”...P$ and Hz:=Mpl...M:. Then I(R:I)= 
Hl(R : HI ), because Hz is invertible. Since the ideals 4 are pairwise comaximal, 
then (R : H1)=x(R:ta’) [17, Lemma 3.71. Also, since R is an RTP domain, then 
J”‘(R:J”‘)=J(R:J) for any ideal J of R and any m>O [16, Remark 2.13(b)]. Hence, 
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P”(R:P”‘)=P(R:P)=P(P:P)=P (Lemma 1.7) and so I(R:f)=Hl(R:Hl)= 
cqa’ . ..Pf(R.Pa’)Ce . . .PV. Conversely, HI =I(R: Hz)CI(R:I). Since I is not in- 
vertible, then I(R :I) is a radical ideal and fl=f; . . . F’, cZ(R: I). II 
Proposition 1.9. Let R be u generalized Dedekind domain and I a proper ideal oj R. 
Then the jollowing ure equivalent: 
(i) I =e . . . P,, where 4,. . . , P, are nonmaximal pairwise incomparable prime ideals; 
(ii) I =J(R : J) for some ideal J qf R; 
(iii) (R : I)=(Z : I); 
(iv) (R:I) is un overring of R. 
Proof. If(i) holds, then (iii) and (iv) are equivalent by [ 17, Proposition 3.91. (ii)H(iii) 
by [1, Proposition 11. (i)+(iii) by Lemma 1.7. (iii)=+(i) if (R:I)=(I:I), then I=/ 
(R :I) is a radical ideal (Proposition 0.1) and we can apply Lemma 1.8. 0 
Lemma 1.10. Let I be un ideal oj a generulized Dedekind domain R such thut no 
minimal prime of’ I is maximal. Then I( R : &) = f( R : &) = f. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.7, I(R: &)=IR,-/(t,= fR,,-,(t) =f(R : a). If Min(Z) = {5,. . . , P,}, 
then (R: d)=C(R:P) [17, Lemma 3.71. Hence f(R: \/?)= xf(R:P)=I because, 
again by Lemma 1.7, ~(R:P)=~(P:I$)=~, for any e21. 0 
Remark. By Lemmas 1.7 and 1.10 it follows that, if I is an ideal of a generalized 
Dedekind domain such that i=qe’ .P,““, then ifl=4”+’ P:+’ &I. As a matter 
of fact, this is clear if each minimal prime of I is a maximal ideal (Corollary 1.4). 
On the other hand, assume that some minimal prime of I is not maximal and that 
Ml , . . . ,A4,, t > 1, are all the minimal primes of I which are maximal ideals, then we 
have I = HM;’ . . Mf’, for suitable ei > 1 and H a proper ideal of R whose minimal 
primes are not maximal (Corollary 1.5). Hence, it is enough to prove that I?v%C: H 
for the ideals H whose minimal primes are all not maximal. This is true because 
fi&=fiJ77(~: ~)=H~(JH:~)=H~~H. 
Proposition 1.11. Let I be an ideul of’ u generalized Dedekind domain R. Then: 
(a) If I is invertible, then I=I,,=f@ I=M,” . , . Al:, bi>here Mi is u maximal ideal 
and e;>l for i=l,...,t. 
(b) If’ I is not invertible, then I,. =f w I =HMe’ , . MF, where Mi is u maximal 
ideal, e,>O for i=l,...,t und H(R:H)=fi. 
Proof. (a) Follows directly by Corollaries 1.4 and 1.6(b). 
(b) Let Ml,. . . , Mr be the minimal primes of Z which are maximal ideals. Then 
I = HM;’ . . .MF with ei > 1 and H a proper ideal of R whose minimal primes are 
not maximal (Corollary 1.5). (If no minimal prime of Z is maximal, set I :=H.) We 
have Z, =f if and only if H,, =I?. By Lemma 1.8, fi= fi(R : f?) and, by the radi- 
cal trace property, H(R : H) is a radical ideal containing fi. Hence, if H,, =I?, then 
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&=fi(R:fi)=H,(R:H)>H(R:H)sfi. Whence H(R:H)=&. Conversely, 
applying Lemma 1.10, we have fi(R: H)=E)(R: H)(R: &)=H(R:H)(R:v%)=fi 
(R:fi)cR. Hence fi=H,. 0 
We finish this section showing that any closed ideal is the closure of an invertible, 
in fact two-generated, ideal. This is a key result for Section 2. 
Proposition 1.12. Let R be a generalized Dedekind domain and I =f a closed ideul 
of R. Then there exists a two-generated ideal J such that J&I and j =I. 
Proof. We have I=P,“’ . . . P,“‘, ei > 1 (Proposition 1.1). Let x; EZ\~‘+‘. By Chinese 
Remainder Theorem there exists XE R such that X-Xi mod eeZt’. Clearly, XEZ and 
x?i = fQ{’ . . . Qk for some prime ideals Qi of R, J; > 1. Again by Chinese Remainder 
Theorem there exists y E R such that Y-Xi zx mod cq+’ and y E 1 mod Qt . . . Q,,,. Then 
y E I and, setting J :=xR + yR, we have v? = fi = 4 . . . P,,. Moreover, JR? =xRq = 4” 
Rp=IRq for i= l,..., n. Hence j=I. 0 
Corollary 1.13. Let R be a generalized Dedekind domain and I and ideal of R. Then 
there exists a two-generated ideal J such that o= v’? and JRp = IRp for any minimal 
prime P of I. In particulur each prime ideal P is the radical of a two-generated ideal 
J such that JRp=PRp. 
Proof. Tt is enough to observe that by Proposition 1.12 there exists a two-generated 
ideal J such that j=I”. 0 
2. Invertible ideals 
A localizing system 9 of a domain R is of finite type if, for each IE.~, there 
exists a finitely generated ideal JEF such that JCI. We recall the following result 
from [6]. 
Proposition 2.1. The following ure equivalent: 
(i) R is u generalized Dedekind domain; 
(ii) if’ .F is any localizing system of R and I is an ideal of R, then IR.p =R.+ if 
and only if’I E .F; 
(iii) each localizing system of R is of finite type; 
(iv) each localizing system 3 of R is an irredundunt intersection of type F= n {.Fr; 
PEA) where A is a set of comaximal prime ideals of R such thut the map A + Max 
(R.B ) de$ned by P-, PR.B is bijective. 
Proof. By [6, Theo&me 2.7(i) # (ii) @ (iii) @ (iv)]. 0 
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We denote by 9(R) the group of fractional invertible ideals of the Priifer domain R 
and, for any localizing system 9 of R, we set ~‘(F):={ZE~(R); IR,~=R,F}. Y(F) 
is a subgroup of 3(R). 
Using Proposition 2.1, it is easy to see that, if R is a generalized Dedekind domain, 
then 9(9)={1J-‘;I,J E 3(R)nF}. In fact, if HR,p=Ry, then HcR,- . Thus, there 
exists a finitely generated ideal J E 9 such that HJ CR. Since (HJ)R,p = HR,pJR,- = 
R,-, we have that I:=HJgF and H=IJ-‘. 
We also observe that, if p=$fle, then 9(9)=9(4)n’Z?(~)>. 
Before proving the main results in this Section, we introduce some more notation, 
giving at the same time a description of the Spectrum of a generalized Dedekind 
domain R (cf. [7, Proof of Theorem 1.12, (i) =+ (vi)]). Since R is an RTP domain 
that satisfies the ascending chain condition on prime ideals (Proposition 0. 1 ), then 
Spec(R) is a noetherian tree [16, Theorem 2.71 with a least element. Conversely, if 
X is a noetherian tree with a least element, then there exists a generalized Dedekind 
domain whose prime spectrum is order isomorphic to X [2, Theorem 5.31. 
Let R be a generalized Dedekind domain and set A := Spec (R)\(O). A’ is partially 
ordered by inclusion. For each ordinal number CI, we define by transfinite induction a 
subset A%‘~ of JH in the following way. 
- If c(= 1, then A?‘1 =Max(R). 
Then, let c( be an ordinal number such that J&‘D has been defined for all fl<a. 
_ If a=fi + 1, then &a =A?Y~ U yi”,, where XZ is the set of the maximal elements 
of A\Ab. (Note that AYu #0 whenever A!b # 4, by the ascending chain condi- 
tion on prime ideals. Moreover, setting Ye, :=_&‘I if c(= b + 1 and PE yi”,, then 
P=n{p, ~21) for some QEA?~ [lo, Theorem 23.31.) 
- If c( is a limit ordinal, then A& = U { Ap, fl< E}. 
It is clear that A%$ C&x for p 5 c( and there exists an ordinal number 6 such that 
A#= &!‘a = U {A$}. The smallest ordinal number with this property shall be denoted 
by d(R) . 
We observe that d(R) coincides with the classical Krull dimension of R as defined 
in [13, p. 481 and with the Krull-Gabriel dimension of R as defined in [18, p. 3441 
by [ 14, Theorem 3.41. It is immediate from the definition that when d(R) is finite, it 
coincides with the Krull dimension of R as usually defined in commutative algebra. 
For each ordinal a we can also define a localizing system 9$ of R in the following 
way: 
_ if a >d(R), then e is the set of all nonzero ideals of R. In this case R,$ is the 
quotient field of R. 
_ if CI <d(R), then 
= {Z;Z $ P for any PEA,+I\Az} 
= {I; Min(Z) & A$} U {R} 
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In this case 
R.~=n(Rp;P~-~l+i\~~}. 
In particular, a proper ideal of R is in 9, if and only if its minimal primes are all 
maximal ideals. Hence, 
,q={(MT’ . ..My.Mi E Max(R), ei>O, i=l,..., t}C%(R) 
(Corollary 1.4) and g(4) is the free abelian group generated by Ai (R) =Max(R). 
We have 5$‘% for b 5 CI, whence Y(%)CY(e) and 3(R)=U{9?(%)}=3(%) 
for o=d(R). 
If R is a generalized Dedekind domain and S is an overring of R, then S is still 
a generalized Dedekind domain [6, Theo&me 2.7, (i) + (x)]. Hence, as before we 
can define for each ordinal number CI the subset A+?‘% of Spec(S) and the localizing 
system $j of S, which we denote by AX(S) and 3(S) respectively, to avoid ambi- 
guity. In particular, if S:= R,< = {n Rp, P E AM+, \AE} then, by Proposition 2.1, (i) 
+ (iv), cA’i (R.q ) = Max(R.q ) = { PR,q, PEA?‘~+~\A~} and ~(R.~)={P” . PJ’R,F-; 
PEA?a+l\A!E,ei20, i=l,..., t}. 
Hence, F?($(R,e)) is isomorphic to the free abelian group generated by A’,+, \AY~. 
Proposition 2.2. Let R be a generalized Dedekind domain. Then, for each ordinal 
number CC, there is a splitting exact sequence 
where i, is the natural inclusion and rt, the extension, 
Proof. We first show that rr, is well defined. Let I E 3(R) n &+I, I #R. Then Min(Z) 
C-4%+1. On the other hand, if P E A%‘%, then PR,% = R.4. Hence, each prime minimal 
over n,(i) = IR.c is of type PR,% with P E A&‘~+, \A$, and so it is a maximal ideal of 
R,q. Whence rrfl(Z) E 3(4(R,~)) by Corollary 1.4. 
Since Y(4 (R,% )) is a free abelian group, to conclude it is enough to prove that 
the sequence is exact. The map n, is sujective. Indeed, given PR,% E Max(RE)), with 
P E A$+i \.A$, by Corollary 1.13 there exists an invertible ideal J such that fi = P 
(hence J C 9(YZ+l )), and JR,% = JRp n R,e = PRp 0 R,% = PR.4. Finally, 9(.FX) = 
kern, by definition. 0 
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a generalized Dedekind domain. Then Y(R) is isomorphic to 
the free abelian group Y(R) generated by the set 4 of nonzero prime ideals of R. 
Proof. For any ordinal number c(, %(fi(R,~)) is isomorphic to the free abelian group 
YY+l(R) generated by the set A$+i\&. Moreover, by Proposition 2.2, we have 
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Since %(4 ) is free, generated by .,&‘I = Max(R), by transfinite induction we conclude 
that, for any ordinal c(, 9(&) is isomorphic to the free abelian group T%(R) generated 
by J&‘~. Hence, for 6 =d(R), we have that Y(R)= U{Y(.FE)} =3(A) is isomorphic 
to the free abelian group 2’&(R) = Y’(R) generated by <J&$ = JY. 0 
The proof of Theorem 2.3 shows that under an isomorphism 9(R)= 2’(R), each 
nonzero prime ideal P of R corresponds to a two-generated idea1 Jp of R such that 
& = P. Hence, a basis for the free group 3(R) is given by a suitable set {Jp; P E A’} 
of two-generated ideals with prime radical. 
We say that the ideal I of R is uniassociated if its radical is a prime ideal. We also 
say that I is P-uniassociated if fi= P. 
Proposition 2.4. Let R he a generalized Dedekind domain and I an ideal of R. If 
Min(Z) = {PI , . . . , P,], then there exist uniquely determined Z+uniassociated ideals 
ZI,“‘, I,, such that I = II . . . I,,. Moreover, I is divisorial (resp. invertible) if and only 
iJ‘ Ii is divisorial (resp. invertible) for i = 1,. . . , n. 
Proof. Each E: E Min(I) is the radical of a finitely generated idea1 Ji of R. Consider 
J=J, . . . J,,. Then J is finitely generated and fl= fi. Hence J” C I for some m > I. 
Set Z,:=Z+Jy”, i= l,..., n. Clearly Ii is &uniassociated and we have I = II n . . . I- I, 
=I,...I,. 
To prove that the ideals Ii,. . . , I,, are uniquely determined, we can proceed by in- 
duction on n. It is enough to consider the case n = 2. Assume that I = I, n 12 = II n Ii, 
where Z,, Z/ are S-uniassociated, i = 1,2. Since I C Z{, we have I = (II n I:) n 12 where 
II n Zf is Z’l -uniassociated. Since PI and P2 are comaximal, then 1 = y+z with y E Z{ and 
z E 12. Hence, if x E II, then xy E Z{ and xz E II Z2 = I. If follows that x = xy + xz E II + 
I = I( and so Ii & I(. By symmetry we get Ii = Z{ and similarly 12 = 12. 
Clearly, I is invertible if and only if Ii is invertible for i = 1,. . . , n. Moreover, since 
an intersection of divisorial ideals in divisorial, if Zj is divisorial for i = 1,. . . , n, then I 
is divisorial. For the converse, assume that n = 2 and let Z = n{ZZm}, with H, finitely 
generated. We have 1 = xl +x2 for some xl E I,, x2 E 12. We claim that Zj = n{HX +xjR} 
so that I, is divisorial i = 1,2. Let yi E Z,. Then 
J’i=_)‘iXl + J’ix2 Ex~R +ZII~ =xiR + I Cn{H, $-x,R}. 
Conversely, let y E n{HX +x,R}. Then, for any a, we have y = yr +x;Y~, with y, E H,, 
rr E R. Hence, for i # j, 
Yxj = y&j + xixjr, E H, + II I2 = H, + Z = H, 
It follows that y.XI E Z and y = yxl + yx2 E I + f; =I;, i = 1,2. 
By induction on n, we conclude that when I is divisorial, then Zi is divisorial for 
i= l,...,n. 0 
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Observe that, if I =Zi . . . I,,, where the ideals Zi are Z+uniassociated, then the ideal Zi 
is the set of elements Y E R such that rJ C Z for some ideal J with fi = n{&; k # i}. 
Indeed, if rJ C I as above, then r E r(Zj + J) C: I/. 
The uniqueness of the decomposition given in Proposition 2.4 depends on the fact 
that the ideals P 1,. . . , P, are pairwise-comaximal. In fact, for example, there are sev- 
eral different ways of writing an invertible ideal as a product of uniassociated ideals, 
depending on the choice of a basis for 9(R). 
As in Section 1, if I is an ideal of R, we set 9(Z) := n{&; PE Min(Z)} and 
9’(Z) := F(Z) f% {~M;M E ii(Z)} where ,4(Z) := {M E Max(R);M @ I}. 
Proposition 2.5. Let Z, J E Y(R) be such thut Min(Z) = Min(J). Then I” = 3 ifund on& 
if’J = ZH, with H E %(9-‘(Z)). 
Proof. Since Y’(Z) & 6(Z), then ?3(g’(Z)) C %(F(Z)). Hence, if J =IH, with H E 
9(9’(Z)), we have HR,-(I, = R,s(,) and so IR.scr) = JR.F,~, = JR,F,.,,. Whence i=J”. 
Conversely, set H := JZ-‘, so that J = IH. We claim that H E %(.F’(Z)). Since i=J, 
then ZR,,-(,, = JR,p(,), whence H E %(9(Z)). Moreover Z, J E Ff, for each M E n(Z) = 
A(J). Hence, HE %(9$M) for each MEA(Z) and so H EY(~(Z))~{~(.F~); 
A4 E A(Z)} = cqF(Z)). ??
These last two propositions allow us to define a specific isomorphism h :9(R) * 
y(R). 
For any ordinal number LX, we shall construct by transfinite induction, an injective 
homomorphism 
such that the restriction of h, to ??(pb) is ha, for each ~<Lx. 
As usual, we write the elements of Y(R) as formal products, that is 
9(R) = {Pl” . . . P,“n; fi:E, ejEZ for i=l,..., n}. 
Recalling that 9(fi) is the free abelian group generated by J&i =Max(R), we have a 
naturally defined injective homomorphism 
h, :~(~)--tA?(R). 
Let a > 1 and assume that an injective homomorphism hp : 9?(,@) + Y(R) has been 
defined for all /)‘<E in such a way that for y <p<cc the restriction of hg to 9(&) is 
h,. To define 
by Proposition 2.4, it is enough to define h,(Z) for each uniassociated invertible ideal 
Z E Fz, that is for each invertible ideal Z such that fi = P E A&. 
- Assume first that c1= /3 + 1. 
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If P E .&?,j, then I E g(.@) and so we just define h,(Z) = h/i(/). Then let P E c@x\c CL/j 
and suppose that f = P”, n > 1. By Corollary 1.13, we can choose a two-generated 
(P-uniassociated) ideal Jp such that 7~ = P, so that I= P” = (&)n = (Jp)“. By 
Proposition 2.5, there exists an ideal H such that H E 9(9’(I)) and I = (Jp)nH. Since 
H $ P and H $ M for each maximal ideal M not containing P, then H E !c?(~~I). We 
define h,(Jp) = P and h,(H)=hp(H), so that h,(Z)=P”hg(H). 
_ Assume then that CI is a limit ordinal. 
In this case, ?Y(FX) = U{??(&); fl<~}. Hence if I E Y(&) we have that I E Y(:qj) 
for some /<z and we can define h,(l) =hg(l). 
Clearly, h, is injective and the restriction of h, to Y(qj) is h/j for all fi<~. 
For 6 =d(R), we have 3(R) = 9(sFa). Hence, we set h := h,j. By construction, h is 
injective and it is also surjective because P = h(J,), for each P E Spec(R)\{O}. 
We remark that the isomorphism h depends on the choice of the ideals Jp. 
3. Divisorial ideals 
We start proving a useful lemma (cf. [8, Theorem 5, (i) =+ (iv)]). 
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a yeneralized Dedekind domain. [f I E (I(R), then I is invertible 
in the overriny (I : I) of R. 
Proof. We first show that each nonzero nonmaximal prime ideal P of R is invert- 
ible in (P: P). This follows from Corollary 1.3, because (P: P) is a generalized 
Dedekind domain [6, Theoreme 2.7 (i) + (x)] and, by Proposition 2.1, P is max- 
imal in (P : P) = RP n {RM; M E Max(R),M $ P} (Lemma 1.7). 
Let I E S(R). If I is invertible, then (I : f) = R and there is nothing to prove. Hence 
assume that I is not invertible and set H := I(R : I). Then H = PI . . . P,, is a product of 
nonmaximal (pairwise incomparable) prime ideals (Proposition 1.9). Since P, is invert- 
ible in (e:E), i=l,..., n, and (e:E)=(R:e)C(R:H)=(H:H) (Proposition 1.9) 
then H is invertible in (H : H ). To conclude, we note that (I : I) = (H : H ), because I 
is divisorial [5, p. 4981. Hence I is invertible in (I :I). 0 
Proposition 3.2. Let R be a yenrralized Dedekind domuin and let I be a nonzero ideal 
oJ’ R. Then I is divisorial if’ and only if I = JP, . . . f,, n;herr J E Y(R) is o fi-actionul 
invertible ideal and PI,. . ,fs are pairCsr comasimal prime ideals of’ R. 
Proof. Let I be a divisorial ideal of R. If I is invertible, choose a maximal ideal A4 
of R. Since M is invertible (Corollary 1.3) then I = JM, with J = I(R : M) invertible. 
If I is not invertible, then consider H :=I(R: I). By Proposition 1.9, H = PI . P, is 
a product of pairwise comaximal prime ideals and by Proposition 1.6(a), H = H is 
divisorial. Hence by Lemma 3.1, both I and H are invertible in the overring T := 
(I : Z) = (H : H) of R [S, p. 4981. Then we can write H = HT = JI T and I = IT = JzT, 
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with Ji and 52 invertible ideals of R. It follows that I = JH, with J := J2(R : J,) an 
invertible fractional ideal. 
Conversely, any closed ideal is divisorial by Proposition 1.6(a). Whence any frac- 
tional ideal of type Jfi, with J invertible, is divisorial. Cl 
Remark. (1) The proof of Proposition 3.2 shows that, if I is a noninvertible divisorial 
ideal of a generalized Dedekind domain R, then we have I =JP, . . . P, where J is 
invertible and PI . . . P, =I(,4 : Z) is a product of nonmaximal pairwise incomparable 
prime ideals of R (Proposition 1.9). These prime ideals are uniquely determined by I. 
On the other hand, the fractional invertible ideal J is not uniquely determined by I. 
For example, if P is a nonmaximal nonzero prime ideal of R and H is any (invertible) 
ideal such that v@ 2 P, then P = HP. 
To see this, observe that PRM = HPRM for each maximal ideal M of R. In fact, if 
M $ H this is clear. Assume that M > H. We have that PRM 5 HR,+, C: MRM. Take 
x E PRM and y E HRM\PRM, then XRM & YRM, so that xy-’ E RM and .X = y(xy-’ ) E 
PRM. Since y 6 PRM, then xy- ’ E PRM and finally x E HPRM. 
(2) Any product of finitely many nonzero prime ideals of a generalized Dedekind 
domain is a divisorial ideal (Proposition 1.6). Let P, Q be prime ideals such that P s Q. 
Then, as in Remark 1, we get that PQ = P. On the other hand, if P is nonmaximal, we 
have P2 = JP, where J is an invertible ideal such that P = J(P : P) (Proposition 3.1 ). 
(3) If R is a generalized Dedekind domain, then: 
(a) a product of divisorial fractional ideal in divisorial. 
(b) If S is an overring of R, then the map 9(R)+ 9(S), I +lS, is a well- 
defined surjective homomorphism of semigroups. 
In fact, (a) follows from Proposition 3.2 and Remark 2. (b) too follows from Propo- 
sition 3.2, because S is a generalized Dedekind domain [6, Theoreme 2.7, (i) =+ (x)]. 
The following theorem in the quasi-local case recovers [21, Theorem 4, (i) @ (iii)] 
and [6, Theoreme 2.2, (i) ti (x)]. 
Theorem 3.3. Let R be u Prii@r domain. Then R is a generulized Dedekind do- 
main fundonly ij’CZ(R)=(JPl . ..P.;JEQ(R) andPI . . . P, pairwise-comaxinzLl1 prime 
id&..). 
Proof. If R is a generalized Dedekind domain, then we conclude by Proposition 3.2. 
To prove the converse, we show that R is a (##)-domain such that P # P2 for each 
nonzero prime ideal P [6, Theo&me 2.7, (i) ti (xii)]. 
First we observe that each nonzero prime ideal of R is divisorial by hypothesis. 
Hence, the maximal ideals are all invertible [ 17, Corollary 3.41. Then to show that 
P# P2 for each non zero prime ideal P, we may assume that P is not maximal. 
Let p E P. Then p(P: P) is a divisorial ideal of R contained in P. By hypothesis, 
we have p(P : P) = JP, . . . P,, where J E 3(R) and P,, . . . , P, are nonmaximal nonzero 
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